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Context for the Report

• Look ahead 25 years to the 2030s

• An increase in population on the island of Ireland to 8 million

• A more competitive world with China, India and Brazil the new 

economic superpowers

• Intense international competition for investment

• Ireland will be coping with the effects of Climate Change

• Need to have world class infrastructure













“Half the population of the island will be 

located in the Dublin-Belfast Corridor 

including the Newry-Dundalk gateway, 

with a population density five times greater 

than the rest of the island”



Transport
Key Recommendations

1. Improve transport connections, including high speed rail, between 

Dublin and Belfast

2. Develop a second transport corridor linking Cork, Limerick and 

Galway

3. Improve the motorway network to meet increased traffic flows 

between the 8 principal cities and links to ports and airports

4. Make capacity available in Dublin Port by relocating the Oil Zone to 

a new port with pipelines for aviation fuel to Dublin Airport

5. Develop Dublin Airport as a major international hub to improve 

worldwide connectivity for business on the island















Energy
Key Recommendations

1. Prioritise investment in R & D in marine renewables and smart grid 

technologies

2. Determine the optimum share that gas, coal and nuclear should 

contribute to the non-renewable segment of electricity generation

3. Prioritise the location of new wind farms adjacent to the existing 

high tension grid

4. Increase energy security by providing gas storage equivalent to 

20% of annual usage

5. Make district heating a requirement for all new high density 

developments











Environment

Key Recommendations

1. Base development plans for the 8 city regions on sustainable 

principles

2. Manage demand for water with an emphasis on conservation, loss 

reduction, metering and an economic charge

3. Develop a shared water mains network which will allow for bulk 

transfer of water between sources of supply and population centres

4. Establish waste to energy plants to cater for residual waste from city 

regions



Climate Change

Key Recommendations

1. Increase the energy efficiency of residential and commercial 

buildings

2. Develop non-greenhouse gas emitting baseload electricity 

generation, coal or gas with carbon capture and storage and 

nuclear power

3. Protect cities in coastal areas and river basins against flood 

damage and rising sea levels

4. Ensure the protection of critical infrastructure vulnerable to climate 

change







Enterprise

Key Recommendations

1. Encourage the development of specialised industrial clusters and 

innovation hubs in each city

2. Maximise the enterprise opportunities arising from Ireland’s climate 

advantage

3. Support R & D in higher education institutions









Economic Assessment

Key Recommendations

1. Finance infrastructure from the Exchequer, public private 

partnerships, capital markets and an Island of Ireland Infrastructure 

Bank and the EIB

2. Develop a framework to allow private sector to increase its share of 

investment in the provision of infrastructure




